Jamestown Community College’s Weeks Gallery, in collaboration with LakeArts Film Festival, will present
HU(Y[7HY[`VU1\UL;OPZT\S[PMHJL[LKL]LU[HSZVVWLUZ[OL3HRL(Y[Z-PST-LZ[P]HS»ZPolitics Goes
to the Movies programs (visit lakeartsfoundation.org).
The ArtParty begins at 6 p.m. on June 15 ^P[O[OLVWLUPUNVM)HYIHYH7YV\K»ZL_OPIP[PVUFirst Comes
Love: Radical Spirits, Civil Rights and the Sexual Evolution]PZP[ÄYZ[JVTLZSV]LVYNPU[OL>LLRZ.HSSLY`
At 6:30, Proud will present a slide talk PU1**»Z9VILY[3LL:JOHYTHUU;OLH[YL
Zili Misik, an all-female, Afro-Caribbean band, will perform at 7:15 in the Scharmann Theatre. Several
W\ISPJH[PVUZOH]LJOHYHJ[LYPaLK[OLNYV\WHZ!“Boston’s hottest band...best world music...Most Stylish
)VZ[VUPHUZHUK4`Z[PJHS4PZPR!APSPÄUKZ[OH[YHYLZWPYP[\HSNYVV]L¹(visit zilimisik.com).
The ArtParty reception, which begins at 8:30 PU[OL:JOHYTHUUSVII`HUK>LLRZ9LJLW[PVU/HSSPUJS\KLZ
hors d’oeuvres and wine and beer tasting.
Tickets for the all-inclusive ArtParty HYLH]HPSHISL[OYV\NO1**»Z-:(IVVRZ[VYLIV_VMÄJL
or at the door. Prices are: WYLTP\T[OLH[YLZLH[PUN "NLULYHSZLH[PUN "HUK1**-:(TLTILYZ
NLULYHSZLH[PUN ;OLIVVRZ[VYLPZVWLU4VUKH`[V;O\YZKH`!HT[VWTHUK-YPKH`Z
MYVT!HT[VWT
The event is made possible by1**1**-HJ\S[`:[\KLU[(ZZVJPH[PVU1**-V\UKH[PVU3HRL(Y[Z
-V\UKH[PVU(Y[O\Y9.YLU*VTWHU`HUK:V\[OLYU;PLY)YL^PUN*VTWHU`
Weeks Gallery activities continue at 9 a.m., on June 16 ^P[O[OLZJYLLUPUNVM7YV\K»ZFirst Comes Love
ZOVY[]PKLVHUK)PSS4V`LYZ»]PKLVPU[LY]PL^¸;OLVKVYL6SZVUHUK+H]PK)VPLZVU:HTL:L_4HYYPHNL¹PU
1**»Z:JOHYTHUU;OLH[YL;OLWYVNYHTMYLLHUKVWLU[V[OLW\ISPJMLH[\YLZHWYLZLU[H[PVUHUKX\LZ[PVU
HUKHUZ^LYWLYPVK^P[OWHULSPZ[Z)HYIHYH7YV\K"4LSPZZH.VVKTHUHZLUPVYSP[PNH[PVUHUKWVSPJ`JV\UZLS
H[[OL5L^@VYR*P]PS3PILY[PLZ<UPVU^OLYLZOLJVUK\J[ZHUKJVVYKPUH[LZSP[PNH[PVUWVSPJ`HUKHK]VJHJ`
^VYRVU3.);PZZ\LZ"HUK)VI9LLKLYH*OH\[H\X\HYLZPKLU[HUKHJ[P]LTLTILYVM7HYLU[Z-HTPSPLZHUK
-YPLUKZVM.H`ZHUK3LZIPHUZ7-3(.9LLKLYHSZVZLY]LKVU7-3(.»ZUH[PVUHSIVHYK;OLWHULSPZ[Z^PSS
be available in the Scharmann lobby after the morning program and before the 1 p.m. screening of Milk.
After the screening/presentation, 7SHUL[,HY[O*H[LYPUN*VTWHU`^PSSZLY]LIV_S\UJOLZ PU[OL
:JOHYTHUUSVII`MYVT!HT[V!WT)V_S\UJOLZT\Z[ILWYLVYKLYLKILMVYLWTVU
>LKULZKH`1\UL[OYV\NO[OL-:(IVVRZ[VYLIV_VMÄJL
LakeArts Film Festival will screen Milk at 1 p.m. on June 16 PU1**»Z:JOHYTHUU;OLH[YL;OLIPVNYHWOPJHSÄSTI`1\Z[PU3HUJL)SHJROPNOSPNO[Z[OLSPMLHUKZ[Y\NNSLZVM/HY]L`4PSRHNH`YPNO[ZHJ[P]PZ[HUKWVSP[Pcian who served as a member of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors. Milk and Mayor George Moscone
^LYLHZZHZZPUH[LKI`+HU>OP[LHUV[OLY:HU-YHUJPZJVZ\WLY]PZVYVU5V]LTILY 
Tickets for the Milk screening are $10 HUKHYLH]HPSHISL[OYV\NOSHRLHY[ZMV\UKH[PVUVYN1**»Z-:(IVVRZ[VYLIV_VMÄJLVYH[[OLKVVY

The Sixties counterculture, an outgrowth of the Fifties beat
generation, hailed experimentation, liberation, and alternative
lifestyles. Baby boomers supported, en masse, many of the
radical spirits from their parents’, grandparents’, and greatgrandparents’ eras. Their new American Dream became a
pluralistic vision that evolved by expanding and enforcing
civil rights and by stretching social norms.
The growth of civil rights and civil liberties was long overdue.
,SPaHIL[O*HK`:[HU[VUHUK:\ZHU)(U[OVU`MV\NO[MVY
^VTLU»ZYPNO[ZPU[OLTPK [OJLU[\Y`0U *OPLM1\Ztice Earl Warren brought a unanimous decision from the U.S.
:\WYLTL*V\Y[PUZ\WWVY[VM)YV^UPU[OL)YV^U][OL
)VHYKVM,K\JH[PVU;VWLRH2HUZHZ;OPZY\SPUNZ[Y\JR
down segregation and discrimination and put wind in the
ZHPSZVM9VZH7HYRZ+Y4HY[PU3\[OLY2PUN1YHUKV[OLYZ
4HU`(TLYPJHUZò`V\UNHUKVSKHUKMYVTHSS^HSRZVM
SPMLò^VYRLKMVYLX\HSP[`;OLZLradical spirits advocated
JYP[PJHSJOHUNLZHJYPÄJLK[OLPY[PTLHUKLULYN`[VJOHSSLUNL
the status quo, and risked their careers and safety as they
marched, staged sit-ins, and petitioned those in power.
*OHUNLL]VS]LKZ[LWI`Z[LWHUK[OLUHK]HUJLKYHWPKS`
0U[OLWVSP[PJHSSPNO[VM[OL*P]PS9PNO[Z(J[VM )VI+`SHU
^YV[L¸The Times They Are A-Changing’’’ that includes these
MHTV\ZS`YPJZ!¸*VTLNH[OLYºYV\UKWLVWSL>OLYL]LY`V\
YVHT(UK(KTP[[OH[[OL^H[LYZ(YV\UK`V\OH]LNYV^U
-VY[OLSVZLYUV^^PSSILSH[LY[V^PU@V\YVSKYVHKPZ
rapidly agin’... The order is rapidly fadin’ ... For the times
they are a-changin.” For many, this song was an anthem for
[OLºZAPL[NLPZ[HUKNYLH[[YHUZMVYTH[PVUZ-VYV[OLYZ[PTL
stood relatively still; their cause has just now come alive.
Stepping back in time, several civil rights pioneers are
MYLX\LU[S`V]LYSVVRLK"PU /HYY`/H`ZMV\UKLK[OL
4H[[HJOPUL:VJPL[`[OLÄYZ[UH[PVUHSNH`YPNO[ZVYNHUPaHtion. The Daughters of Bilitis, a national lesbian organization,
LTLYNLKPU:HU-YHUJPZJVPU 

Their cause, after decades of slow motion progress, is coming of age; there is still much to be done. Same-sex couples,
in comparison to heterosexual couples, lack over one thouZHUKMLKLYHSILULÄ[ZMHJLKPZJYPTPUH[PVUHUKZ\MMLYHI\ZL
Dylan’s lyrics resonate with new meaning as support for the
LGBT cause (from left and right, from religious and secular
institutions, and from every generation) gains critical mass.
The Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell Repeal Act is a milestone. Across
[OLUH[PVUòMYVT5L^@VYR=LYTVU[5L^/HTWZOPYL*VUULJ[PJ\[HUK4HZZHJO\ZL[[Z[V[OL+PZ[YPJ[VM*VS\TIPHHUK
HJYVZZ[V0V^HHUKM\Y[OLYVU[V>HZOPUN[VUZ[H[LòTHYriage equality acts have been passed.
5L^SH^ZY\SPUNZHUKUVYTJOHUNLZJVTIPULK^P[O
support from unexpected sources, are featured in the daily
UL^Z;OL<:5PU[O*PYJ\P[*V\Y[VM(WWLHSZUV[LK¸7YVWosition 8 served no purpose, and has no effect other than to
lessen the status and human dignity of gays and lesbians.”
0UH-LIY\HY`;04,THNHaPULHY[PJSL[P[SLK¸*VUZLY]H[P]L0KLU[P[`*YPZPZ¹+H]PK=VU+YLOSL^YV[L!¸(JJVYKPUN
[VZVTLWVSSZ[LYZ`V\UNL]HUNLSPJHS*OYPZ[PHUZHYLKYPM[PUN
away from the social agenda of their parents, especially over
issues like same-sex marriage.” Many traditional churches
opened up years ago by welcoming gays and lesbians and
by promoting some into church hierarchies.
Like the causes of women and African Americans, LGBT
HK]HUJLZHYLUV[^P[OV\[ÄLYJLPKLVSVNPJHSKLIH[LZ(TLYPcans are resilient; fears dissipate; and compassion and tolerHUJLTHRL\ZZ[YVUNLYUV[^LHRLY*HUHKPHUZHUK,\ropeans have moved on; they look for Americans to do the
same. In the not too distant future, many envision that gay
and lesbian rights will be perceived as fundamental rather
than progressive interpretations of the constitution, just as
African American and women’s rights are now perceived.
7YLZPKLU[6IHTHYLJLU[S`YLJVNUPaLKZL]LYHSJP]PSYPNO[Z
S\TPUHYPLZ/HY]L`4PSR[OLTHY[`YMVY[OL3.);TV]L-

TLU[^HZH^HYKLK[OL 7YLZPKLU[PHS4LKHSVM
-YLLKVT;OLWYLZZYLSLHZLUV[LK!¸4PSRPZYL]LYLK
globally as a pioneer of the LGBT civil rights movement for his exceptional leadership and dedication
to equal rights.” Milk’s integrity as a politician and his
visionary work transformed his imaginative thinking
PU[VWYHJ[PJHSWVSP[PJZ)PSSPL1LHU2PUN[OL[LUUPZZ[HY
who defeated Bobby Riggs in the Battle of the Sexes,
HSZVYLJLP]LK[OL7YLZPKLU[PHS4LKHSVM-YLLKVTMVY
OLYWYHNTH[PJPUUV]H[PVUZHZHMLTPUPZ[3.);YHKPJHS
)HYIHYH7YV\K»ZFirst Comes Love: Radical Spirits, Civil Rights, and the Sexual Evolution exhibition
presents images, stories, and information in support
of same-sex marriage rights. Each step, each voice,
each critical thought, and each change of mind and
heart enlightens the American Spirit. The following
)7YV\KLZZH`HULKP[LK]LYZPVUWYLZLU[ZOLY]PZPVU
ò1(4,:+*63)@, director of exhibitions and galleries
First Comes Love explores relationships in LGBT
communities across the nation, beginning regionally and expanding across the country to show that
same-gender marriage will pose no threat to the
¸ZHUJ[P[`VM[OLTHYYPHNL¹0UMHJ[3.);JV\WSLZVM[LU
JVUZPKLY[OLTZLS]LZ¸HSYLHK`THYYPLK¹Q\Z[^P[OV\[
the same rights as heterosexual couples.
)LJH\ZLVM[OL+LMLUZLVM4HYYPHNL(J[+64(
ZHTLZL_JV\WSLZPUKLKPJH[LKYLSH[PVUZOPWZòTHU`
MVY`LHYZVYTVYLòHYLKLUPLK[OL
YPNO[ZVMOL[LYVZL_\HSJV\WSLZ5V[L[OLDel and
Harriet photograph on the inside cover of this
IYVJO\YL;OL`OH]LILLUTHYYPLKMVY`LHYZ
;OLZLYPNO[ZPUJS\KLPUOLYP[HUJLHUK[H_ILULÄ[Z
health care and hospital visitation rights, equal immigration status, and child adoption and property rights,

etc. In states where same sex couples may marry,
+64(KLUPLZMLKLYHSILULÄ[Z0[PZ[PTL[VYLJVNUPaL
that every citizen is entitled to equal rights.
Text, photograph, and video will bear witness that
the couples documented in this project have endured
the highs and lows, challenges, victories and defeats,
births and deaths, loves and losses that all couples
face after years together. Every couple builds a life and
forges bonds of commitment that can only endure
with pure love for and dedication to another person.
All couples (heterosexual and same sex) stand togethLY¸MVYYPJOLYMVYWVVYLYPUZPJRULZZHUKPUOLHS[O¹HUK
withstand the test of time. Inequitable marriage laws
discriminate (and disempower).
The video interviews tell stories ... and show a broad
spectrum of the LGBT community; they present an
intimate view of each couple as they share the landmarks of their journeys. This work shows individuals
as diverse as the human race itself; they share a comTVUIVUKò[VJVTTP[[VHSPML[PTLVMSV]L
Black and white portraits help break down stereotypes; homosexuality is often characterized by drag
X\LLUZNH`WYPKLWHYHKLZHUKYHPUIV^ÅHNZ;OL
couples I document live ordinary lives made extraordinary by their endurance of the attitudes and policies
that foster prejudice, inequality, and intolerance.
This project focuses on the positive nature of samesex relationships and highlights the similarities, the
equality if you will, between heterosexual marriage and
the LGBT experience. The project will show a side of
the story that has not yet been told … the one that
shows already existent long-term dedicated relationships, ones that are in no way a threat to families or
to traditional marriages.
ò)(9)(9(796<+, artist, educator, and activist
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Below, Gabe and Lee, together 22 years; cover image, Michael and Dan[VNL[OLY`LHYZ
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